
Initial list of candidate credibility criteria presented to the expert 

panel (number of publications that mentioned this criterion, based 

on asystematic survey of the methodologica literature: PMID 

31132471)

Importance ratings provided 

by 10 members of the group 

(mean); 7 indicates most 

important, 1 indicates not 

important for credibility 

instrument. Not shown are 

verbatim comments and 

suggestions Decisions made in 1st video conference: Item selection and other decisions First draft of ICEMAN for meta-analyses First draft if ICEMAN for RCTs

Main discussion points and decisions of the 2nd video conference: focus still on concept rather 

than wording 

Main discussion points in written discussions in remaining development process including 

written feedback to draft manual 

General decisions: 

- We will create two separate instruments for individual RCTs and conventional meta-

analysis (MA) (not clear yet how IPD MA will fit in]

- We will restrict the instrument to effect modifiers measured at baseline 

- We will include considerations that are not key but sometimes relevant as secondary

or additional considerations 

General decisions: 

- We decided to develop two versions, one for individual RCTs, one for meta-analyses of any type

- We agreed on the target audience

- We agreed to put complex considerations in the manual (which to develop will be the next step) 

- We agreed on using a VAS to rate the overall. We revised to make the VAS look more 

continuous and make clear that the four credibility areas are not checkboxes. 

- We decided the call the instrument ICEMAN

General decisions: 

- We arranged response options horizontally

- We included instructions for rating overall credibility

- We experimented with short versions of ICEMAN but decided to offer long versions only

- We discussed how we should frame the additional consideration – negative, positive, or offer 

both. We decided to offer only positive considerations. It reduced complexity and helped to 

make clear that credibility won’t decrease if no considerations apply. 

- Most discussion points were fine points and wording issues that are not shown here

1. A priori hypothesis (vs post-hoc explanation; confirmatory vs 

exploratory; hypothesis testing vs hypothesis generating); credibility 

is higher if the investigators stated a hypothesis prior to performing 

the study, lower if an explanation arose after data analysis. (n=41) ; 

7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6; (6.8) Definitely include Someone pointed out that "correct", referring to correct direction, was not clear. Someone 

pointed out that we may penalize the honest if we make explicit statements of exploratory the 

worst category but unclear statements the next higher category. We decided to leave it as is 

because we see no other way without collapsing response options (in which case we would lose 

reliability). There were concerns about including the item in the meta-analysis version as people 

may construct a pseudo a priori hypothesis around known data (given that MAs are 

retrospective). We decided to keep the item to give credit to investigators who have a detailed 

protocol. We decided to mention thus potential limitation in the manual and await the results of 

the user testing.

No major revisions

2. Prior probability (strength of hypothesis); credibility increases with 

the prior probability of the effect modification being true (n=15)

7, 6, 4, 4, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1; (3.2) Combine items 2, 4, 5, and 6, e.g. framed as "extent of prior knowledge" Someone pointed out that our explanation for the second response options (seen in some RCTs 

but not others) would be too strict and we should not expect the same effect modification in 

each and every RCT due to chance. We decided to delete this bit and elaborate on the issue in the 

manual. There were concerns about including the item in the meta-analysis version as people 

may pick prior evidence based on already know data (given that MAs are retrospective). We 

decided to delete the item for meta-analysis. 

We decided to drop this core item in the MA version and reworded additional consideration to 

"external evidence". This item seems less relevant for meta-analyses that are supposed to include 

all relevat RCTs and also are retrospective which makes definitions of a priori difficult.  

3. Bayesian analysis; Credibility is higher if priors were incorporated 

using explicit Bayesian methods (as opposed to informal methods) 

(n=5)

7, 6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1; (3.7) Potential additional consideration

4. Direction (specific vs. unspecific hypothesis); credibility is higher if 

investigators correctly anticipated the direction of the subgroup 

effect, lower if they failed to anticipate a direction or anticipated the 

other direction. (n=11)

7, 7, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 1, 2; (5.0) Combine items 2, 4, 5, and 6, e.g. framed as "extent of prior knowledge"

5. Causal rationale; (biologic rationale, clinical rationale, mechanism); 

credibility is higher if there is a compelling causal model explaining 

the effect modification, and lower if not (n=42) 

7, 7, 6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 1, ?; (4.9) Combine items 2, 4, 5, and 6, e.g. framed as "extent of prior knowledge"

6. Indirect evidence (as opposed to prior theory only); credibility is 

higher if indirect evidence supports the effect modifier, e.g. evidence 

from animal studies, observational studies, related populations, or 

related interventions (n=17)

6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 3, 3, 1, ?; (4.6) Combine items 2, 4, 5, and 6, e.g. framed as "extent of prior knowledge"

7. Expert input; credibility is higher if content expert were involved in 

the selection of candidate effect modifiers (n=4)

7, 5, 6, 5, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1; 

(3.1)

Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments 

8. Consistent across studies (reproducibility, replicability, 

confirmation); credibility is higher if the effect modification is 

consistent across independent studies (n=28)

7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 5, 1; (5.9) Definitely include Core item 3': "If within-RCT comparisons are 

available, is the effect modification consistent 

across RCTs?"

Core item 4': "Is the effect modification 

consistent across previous RCTs?" 

For RCTs, we decided to combine with core item 2 ("Was the effect modification supported by 

prior evidence and theory?")

We revised the response options and explanations now distinguishing between and within trial 

comparisons also for IPD meta-analysis

9. Consistent across outcomes; credibility is higher if the effect 

modification is consistent across related outcomes (n=6)

7, 6, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1; (4.0) Potential additional consideration No major revisions No major revisions

10. Pre-specification of analytic details; credibility is higher if analytic 

details have been pre-specified prior to the analysis (n=31)

7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 1; (5.5) Combine with item 11

11. Multiplicity addressed; (inflated p-value, data-dredging);

credibility is higher if investigators accounted formally or informally 

for multiplicity (n=39)

7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 4, 2, ?; (5.8) Definitely include We extensively discussed the multiplicity item and decided to frame it positively (are multiplicity 

issues adequately dealt with?); We came to consensus to specify number of 3 of indicting low 

risk of multiplicity issues; we will acknowledge in the manual that the number is arbitrary but 

based on expert consensus; we will give credit if investigators adjust for multiplicity (which is 

rare); We decided to suggest to count effect modifiers (the variable) but explain in the manual 

that there may be additional layers of multiplicity such as cut points, time points, outcomes; We 

included a footnote clarifying that the multiplicity item is about the reported results whether or 

not adjusted for multiplicity.

we simplified the explanation, moving additional sources of multiplicity to manual only

12. Complete reporting (vs incomplete or selective reporting);

credibility is higher if all performed analyses and results are reported 

(n=23)

7, 7, 7, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 3; (5.4) Combine with item 11

13. Small number of candidate effect modifiers; credibility is higher 

if only a small number of effect modifiers have been tested (n=31)

7, 7, 7, 7, 5, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1; (4.7), Combine with item 11

14. Primary outcome; credibility is higher for effect modifiers of 

primary rather than secondary outcomes (n=4)

7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 3, 2, 1; (5.1) Combine with item 17

15. Interaction test (test of homogeneity, test of heterogeneity);

credibility is higher if an interaction test suggests a small likelihood 

for a chance finding (n=45)

7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, ?; (6.8) Definitively include We discussed whether the interaction test item should be a stop item (e.g. stop if the interaction 

p-value is 0.8) but decided to keep is as a regular item.

The group expressed concerns about both using p-values in general and suggesting cut points for 

p-values; other measures such as interaction confidence intervals or Bayes factors are more 

informative. Because those are almost never reported, we decided to leave p-values in the 

instrument and refer to better alternatives in the manual. 

When we discussed interaction p-values, members of the group referred to a recent paper 

(Benjamin 2018) that suggests a shift from 0.05 to 0.005 as a significant threshold in medical 

science. In the draft, we suggest <0.01 for the highest category. We discussed intensively whether 

we should shift the thresholds. We suggest to keep <0.01 and but adapted the wording (highest 

category not unlikely instead of very unlikely). We were concerned that we would lose 

responsiveness of the item and thus reliability of the overall rating. Achieving a definitely credible 

in the overall rating will still be very difficult.

Ongoing disucssion regarding specification of p-values. Some members of the group would have 

preferred more strict p-values, some members were against more strict p-value due to concerns 

about responsiveness. As a compromise, we weakened the wording making "chance is unlikely" 

the best response option. 

16. multivariable model (Independent, adjusted, joint effect vs 

marginal effect); credibility is higher if the effect modification is 

independent from other effect modifications. (n=8)

6, 5, 5, 5, 4.5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3; 

(4.3)

No decision, core group suggested include as potential additional consideration, no 

objection

No major revisions No major revisions

17. Power (type 2 error); credibility increases with the power to 

detect the effect modifier (n=20)

6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1; (4.0) No decision, core group suggested include as potential additional consideration, no 

objection

We added an statement anchored to a number suggesting that high power (e.g. 80%) would be 

exceptional for an analysis of effect modification

We failed to find a convincing example for this additional consideration

18. Risk of bias overall effect; credibility is lower if the overall

treatment effect is at risk of bias. (n=6)

7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1; (4.1), Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments We included suggestions for risk of bias instruments No major revisions

19. Prognostic balance within subgroups; credibility is higher if, 

within each subgroup, prognostic factors are balanced (n=5)

5, 4, 4, 4, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1, ?; (2.9) Potential additional consideration We dropped this consideration because to complex

20. Stratified randomization; credibility is higher if the effect modifier 

was used as a stratification variable at randomization. (n=12)

7, 7, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1; (3.6), Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments 

21. Sample size per subgroup; credibility is higher if the sample size is 

large and balanced across subgroups under consideration (n=11) 

7, 7, 7, 6, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1, ?; (4.3) Definitely include (meta-analysis only, then number of studies per subgroup) Core item 7': "If between-RCT comparison, is the 

number of studies large?"

Not applicable to RCTs We came to consensus to specify a number, acknowledging in the manual that is arbitrary. We 

decided that 10 studies in the smallest subgroup is sufficiently strict for the highest category. We 

decided to discuss meta-regression in the manual (to do) because providing a single number (e.g. 

20 studies) can be misleading if the distribution of studies is not balanced across levels of the 

effect modifier.

Because of concerns of responsiveness, we decided to reduce the minimum number of studies in 

the smallest subgroup for the highest response option.

22. Large effect modification (magnitude); credibility is higher if the 

effect modification is large. (n=5)

7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1; (3.9) Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments We discussed again whether we should include the point estimate of effect modification with 

confidence intervals rather than interaction p-values only but decided to leave out estimation. 

The currently appear 

23. Baseline characteristic vs. characteristic measured after 

randomization; credibility is higher if the effect modifier is a 

characteristic measured at randomization, lower if the effect modifier 

was measured after randomization and could have been influenced by 

the intervention (n=22)

7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 3, 1; (5.0) Restrict instrument to effect modifiers measured at randomisation; include as 

preliminary consideration 

No major revisions We refined the preliminary consideration because some post-randomization variables such as risk 

of bias may be appropriate as effect modifiers as long as considered on the study level

24. Confounding (marker, surrogate, proxy, common cause);

credibility is higher if the effect modifier is a cause of the outcome as 

opposed to being a proxy for an underlying cause (e.g. sex might be a 

proxy for age). (n=19)

7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1, ?; (4.0) No decision, core group suggested exclusion, no objection

25. Within versus between study comparison (individual vs study

level, individual patient data vs aggregate data); credibility is higher if 

the candidate effect modifier was identified in individual participant 

data (within study comparison) rather than study-level data (between 

study comparison) (n=22)

7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 5, 5, 5, 3, 1; (5.4) Definitely include (meta-analysis only) Core item 8': is the effect modification based on 

within rather than between study comparison?

Not applicable to RCTs No major revisions We refined the item making clear that IPD meta-analysis does not guarantee a within-study 

comparison

26. Measurement error; credibility is higher if the effect modifier is 

measured without error (e.g. no misclassification) (n=13)

6, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1; (3.3) Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments 

27. Categorization (vs continuous); credibility is higher if continuous 

outcomes are not categorized (n=5)

7, 7, 6, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2; (4.3) Combine items 27, 28, 29, 30 in item addressing issues of continuous effect modifiers No major revisions We focussed the item on issues of cut point selection and moved more complex considerations 

about continuous effect modification to the manual

28. Unusual threshold; credibility is lower if a threshold is unnatural

and not justified (n=1)

7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, ?; (3.9) Combine items 27, 28, 29, 30 in item addressing issues of continuous effect modifiers

29.Model specification considered for continuous effect modifiers 

(non-linearity considered); credibility is higher if the researchers 

considered the appropriateness of the functional form of the model 

for continuous effect modification, such as non-linear relationships 

(n=11)

7, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 2, 1, ?; (4.1) Combine items 27, 28, 29, 30 in item addressing issues of continuous effect modifiers

30. Dose-response relationship; credibility is higher if there is a dose-

response relationship across ordered levels of an effect modifier 

(including continuous) (n=3)

7, 6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, ?; (4.7) Combine items 27, 28, 29, 30 in item addressing issues of continuous effect modifiers No major revisions No major revisions

31. Quantitative vs qualitative; credibility is higher if the effect 

modification is quantitative (direction of effect consistent across levels 

of the effect modifier) rather than qualitative (direction varies by 

levels of the effect modifier). (n=12)

6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, ?; (3.2) Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments 

32. Random effects model; credibility is higher if the analysis allows 

for true variation between studies within a subgroup. (n=5) 

7, 7, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 1; (4.4)  Definitely include (meta-analysis only) Core item 10': "If between-RCT comparison, was 

the analysis based on a random-effects rather 

than fixed effects model?"

Not applicable to RCTs No major revisions We clarified terminology in the manual (i.e. common effect, fixed effects, random effects, mixed 

effects)

33. Regression on control group risk; credibility is lower if the effect 

modifier is the control group risk of an outcome. (n=6)

6, 6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1; (3.7) Definitely exclude from both versions of instruments 

34. Sensitivity analysis; credibility is higher if a sensitivity analysis 

suggests robustness to relevant assumptions such as thresholds or 

type of model (n=4)

7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 5, 4, 3, 3, 1; (4.8) Potential additional consideration

35. Significant overall effect (positive vs negative trial); credibility is 

higher if the overall effect is statistically significant (n=16)

6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, ?; (3.4) Potential additional consideration No major revisions Dropped as additional consideration because the item was too controversial 

36. Shrinkage applied; credibility is higher if investigators used 

shrinkage methods (weighted average of overall effect and subgroup 

specific effect) to adjust for optimism (n=3)

7, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 2, 1; (4.5) Potential additional consideration No major revisions Mention in manual only

The first draft included suggestions for  preliminary considerations, core items (9 for meta-analysis, 6 

for individual RCT), additional considerations presented as a checklist at the end of the instrument, 

some framed positively, some framed negatively; and an overall rating designed as a four labelled 

points connected through a line. 

Not shown here are the drafts of the four response options with corresponding explanations 

Core item 1': "Was the effect modification correctly hypothesized a priori?"

Core item 2':  "Was the effect modification supported by prior evidence and theory?" 

Excluded because too specific, idea covered by core item 1' and 2'

Covered by core item 1'

Covered by core item 2'

Covered by core item 2'

Excluded because too indirect, idea covered by core item 1' and 2'

Included as additional consideration

Core item 5': "Are multiplicity issues unlikely?"

Covered by core item 5'

Covered by core item 5'

Covered by core item 5'

Excluded because too indirect and unreliable

Core item 6: "Is chance a very unlikely explanation of the apparent effect modification?"

Included as additional consideration

Included as additional consideration

Included as additional consideration

Included as additional consideration

Excluded because not directly relevant for credibility of claimed effect modifcation

Excluded because ambiguous, some experts felt large effect modification is reassuring, others were 

sceptical of large effects. Better covered by core item 6'.

Included as preliminary consideration as a stop-item

Excluded because to complex and rarely possible. Causality is not  necessary for a credible effect 

modification 

Excluded because measurmenet error likely dilutes an effect modification

Core item 9': "If the effect modifier was continuous, was it analyzed appropriately?"

Covered by core item 9'

Included as additional consideration

Covered by core item 5'

Covered by core item 9'

Included as additional consideration

Excluded, no general rule seemed possible

Covered by preliminary consideration that excludes effect modifiers measured after randomisation

Included as additional consideration

Appendix 2 (as supplied by the authors): Candidate criteria identified in the systematic survey, their frequency of reporting and reported rationales for their use
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